We can provide all your electrical equipment maintenance needs, including repairs and outages. We’ll start with a detailed assessment and develop a customized maintenance program.

Benefits
- No need to hire and train high-voltage electrical personnel or keep expensive parts inventory
- Avoid lost revenue due to breakdowns and service interruptions
- Prevent outages by identifying needed repairs before equipment fails
- Increase equipment life expectancy and reliability
- Improve efficiency, quality and safety

Resources
- Full-service contractor for repairs, maintenance and outages
- Advanced diagnostic technologies
- Parts inventory in stock available for rush orders
- Flexible scheduling
- 24/7 outage and emergency service available

Substation, distribution & transmission maintenance

Reliability is one of the most important features of your electrical system. We keep you operating with a range of inspections and preventative maintenance services associated with a wide range of high-voltage equipment.

Reliability programs

Keep your equipment running reliably by identifying potential issues before they become problems. Our preventative and diagnostic practices use state-of-the-art technology, including:

- Infrared scanning
- Animal mitigation
- Oil testing and filtration
- Dynamic and static cable testing
- Battery testing

Call 503-464-7437 to learn how Portland General Distribution Services can develop a customized service package to increase your reliability and reduce maintenance headaches.

Need emergency services?

Call 503-464-7437 for assistance 24 hours a day.